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Teaching Family Therapy-Centered Integration:
Assimilation and Beyond

Peter Fraenkelr,r and William M. Pinsof 2

This article addresses key themes in the teaching oJ family therapy-centered
integration and describes the critical role of assimilative integration. The tenets
o.f assimilative integration provide a framework lbr introducing students to
multiple systemic theories and techniques while allowing them to maintain
a secure base in one main theory. This form ofintegration is compared ttnd
contrasted to theoretical eclecticisrn, which gttides students to become securely
based in multiple theories through providing a framework J'or selecting which
systemic approach to use when and with whom. Other issues that shape the
fbrm, content, and process of integrative training are discussed including the
role of institutional culture antl clinical needs, the importance o.f fully incor-
porating lssaes oJ diversity and social oppression, and the relational context
within which teuching and learning take place.
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This article addresses key themes in the teaching of family therapy-
centered integration and describes the critical place of assimilative inte-
gration (Messer, 1992; Stricker & Gold, 1996) in such teaching. With some
important exceptions (Lebow, 1984;Pinsof, 1983; Wachtel & Wachtel, 1986),
the field of family therapy (including couple therapy) has only recently en-
gaged in written discussion about integrating two or more family approaches,
or family and individual, group, biological, or other treatment modalities
(Bogas, 1 993 ; Bre unlin, Schwa rIz, & Mac Kun e- Karrer, I992;Fr aenkel, 1 994,
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1997; Gerson, 1996; Goldner, Penn, Sheinberg, & Walker, 1990; Jacobson &
Christensen, 1996; Lebow, 1997; Pinsol 1995; Schwartz, 1995; Sheinberg &
Fraenkel,2001; Sheinberg, Tiue, & Fraenkel,1994; Wachtel, 1995). Although
little has been writtcn on integration, many of our colleagues have worked
and taught in an integrative fashion for many years. For instance, although
his name is synonymous with structural family therapy, Salvador Minuchin
has for years rejected this moniker, as it fails to encompass the range of his
thinking and interventions (Simon, 1996).

As might be expected, even less has been written on how to teach inte-
grative family therapy. We wrote this article to begin more activc dialogue
about teaching integration in programs that include family therapy training.
We titled this article "family therapy-centered integration" rather than "inte-

gration in family therapy" because we discuss not only intrasystemic integra-
tion, but also integrating family therapy with other therapeutic modalities.

Although it will be necessary to describe our respective (and some-
what similar) integrative approaches to treatment in some detail in order
to provide relevant concepts for our discussion of training, this article will
not center on surveying extant intcgrative family therapy approaches, or
on situating these approaches within the wider integrative psychotherapy
movement (Norcross & Goldfried, 1992). Nor will we summarize the lit-
erature on training in integrativc psychotherapy from a mostly individual
therapy base, which has been well reviewed elsewhere (Andrews, Norcross,
& Halgin, 1992).In fact, we will use the comprehensive Andrews et al. (1992)
review throughout this article as a kind of Greek chorus, as the themes raised
there provided an excellent point of departure for our thinking. Rather than
re-reviewing the literature, we will focus on describing key issues we have
encountered as family therapy-based teachers of integrative therapy, and
will provide some tentative suggestions about how to handle these issues.

Of interest to us as clinician-researchers who value the notion of inter-
rater reliability (as one indicator of "truth") was the degree of convergence of
our respective ideas about intcgrative treatment and training, which were de-
veloped independently and initially without knowledge of the other's work.a

We encountered the perspective of assimilative integration only re-
cently (Messer, 1992; Stricker & Gold, 1996), but found that it provides
a clear explanatory frame for procedures we have developed to help stu-
dents situated in one theory become comfortablc utilizing the techniques
and ideas of other theories. The core premise of assimilative integration is
that therapists always encounter new theories and practices from an existing
base in one theory. When using ideas and techniques from other theories,

aFor the most part,  our ideas and teaching cxperiences converged so well  that points made herein
ref lcct both of our work. Where comments are drawn mostly from onc author's experience,
we havc indicated this in the text.
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are incorporated into the existing base theory and modified these ideas and
techniques in their meaning and purpose (Messer, lgg2). As we will de-
scribe' we believe that assimilative integration provides the critical first step
fbr students to build a capacity to work comfortably within different sys-
temic approaches. For some, this first step is an adequate final step, allowing
them to draw upon techniques from different schools of thoughf while stil'i
situated in one dominant therapeutic approach.

For example, a therapist primarily trained in structural family therapy
(Minuchin ,1974)-which targets here-and-now patterns of hierarc-hy ano/or
involvement among family members that underlie and maintain symptoms-
might adopt genograms, a tool for tracing patterns across generations, from
family-of-origin approaches. But the structural family therapist only uses
this tool to discern current patterns of hierarchy and involvement in the
extended family,.rather than to trace pattcrns from each parents' childhood
family-of-origin. To make this leap into past-present linkages and insight
as the primary vehicle of change would represent movement out of the
fundamental premises of a purely structural approach, which emphasizes the
power of here-and-now patterns and views change as a produCt of altered
action sequences among family members.

Although some may end their integrative journey at the stage of assim-
ilative integration, others may go beyond to embrace what can be described
as "theoretical eclecticism" (Fraenkel,2000). Whereas technical eclecticism
involves utilizing techniques drawn from particular schools of therapy with_
out regard to their theoretical roots, theoretical eclecticism regardi each
theory itself as a practical perspective or "thinking tool" to be used in as-
sessment and treatment planning, much as specific techniques represent in_
tervention tools. Later in this article we will return to the distinction between
assimilation and theoreticaleclecticism in integrative teaching. First, we will
briefly describe our respective integrative clinical approaches, both of which
embody theoretical eclecticism, and both of which provide principles for
integrative teaching. Next, we will discuss the need to adapi the iorm of
integrative teaching to the learning context. Finally, we will address the re-
lat ional context within which integrative teaching takes place.

TWO APPROACHES TO INTEGRATIVE
FAMILY.CENTERED THERAPY

Integrative problem Centered Therapy

IPCT is a conceptual framework for integrating family, indiviclual, and
biological psychotherapies (Pinsof, 1983, lgg4,7ggs). Based on systems the-
ory, IPCT views therapy as an interaction of patient and therapist systems.
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The patient systcm consists of al l  the peoplc involved in maintaining or re-
solving the prescnting problem. 

' l 'he 
therapist syslem consists of al l  thc peo-

ple engaged in de l ivering therapy to the patient systcm. The paticnl system
of a school phobic scven-year-old boy might consist of the boy, his parents,
his sibl ings, his tcachcr, thc school social worker and principal, his maternal
grandparents, and his peer group. The therapist system for this case might
consist of the therapist, thc supervisor, and the members of thc therapist 's
supervision group.

Problenr centered therapy is organized around the presenting
problcm-the patient system's definit ion of thc problems for which thcy
are secking help. l f  nonpresenting problcms do not thrcaten safety or health
and do not intcrfere with the paticnt systcm's efforts to solvc the presenting
problcms thcy are ignored or bypassed. Frequcntly. over the course of ther-
apy nonprcsenting problems wil l  become prcsenting problcms. For instance,
at { irst a couplc may prcsent with confl ict. After they fccl more al l icd with
thc thcrapist, thcy disclose that their sexual relationship is also a problem.

Within IPCT.lhc therapist functions as a teacher-an "expert" in human
problem solving-who empowcrs patients by teaching them his or her ski l ls
and knowledge. Part ofwhat thc therapist rnodels and teaches is how to
solve problems, how to lcarn from mistakes, and how to uti l ize alternativc
strategies. The therapist is a col laborativc expert, rel inquishing his or her
sk i l ls  and knowledge as quick ly  as the kcy members of  the pat ient  systcm
can learn to solve their pr<lblcms.

IPCl f  is  predicated on cer ta in  premises per ta in ing to  human potent ia l
and thc therape utic process. 

'l-he 
health prentise asserts that thc patient sys-

tcm is hcalthy unli l  proven otherwisc. This r lcans that the key members of
the paticnt systcm are presumed to havc the capacity and wil l ingness 1o learn
to solvc thcir problcms with rninimal and direct intervcntion by the thera-
pist. the utst efl'ectiven(s,\ pr(tnis( asserts that the therapist sh<luld try thc
simplest, most straightlorward. and least expensive interventions f irst, pro-
cccding only to more complcx, less direct, and more expensive intervcntions
whcn the formcr havc lai led.

In l ine with thcsc prcmiscs. once the therapist understands thc prcsent-
ing problem. the f irst interventions dircctly zrttempt to solve t lre problern. I I '
the kcy persons are able to  implcment  the in i t ia l  adapt ive so lut ion to  thc
prcscnting problem and thc solution works, thcrzrpy usually cnds. When they
arc not able to implement thc adaptivc solul ion or i t  docs not work, the ther-
apy moves to exploration of thc constraints that prcvent rescl lul ion of the
prescnting problem. The set of constraints that prevcnts problem resolution
is cafled Ihe problent muinttnu,t(e structure. A central tenet of IPCT is that
the underlying problem maintenance structure rather than the surface [ca-
tures of the presenting problem de termines t lre rcquironre nts ol ' thc thcrapy.
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Matching treatments to problems and disorders is futile and simplistic. Sim-
ilar problems can have very different problem maintenance structures and
can require very different types of interventions.

Each problem has its own unique problem maintenance structure. The
current model of the problem maintenance structure is organized into six lev-
els: the first deals with social organizational constraints; the second contains
biological constraints; the third targets constraints of meaning; the fourth
includes transgenerational constraints; the fifth covers object ielations con-
straints; and the sixth consists of self or narcissistic constraints. Constraints
from any, all, or just one level may be preventing problem resolution.

Another core tenet of IPCT is that the problem maintenance structure
cannot be known in advance. It can only be understood through a process
diagnosis that involves working with the patient system to identify and re-
solve the central constraints. Assessment and therapy are inseparable and
co-occurring processes that span the course of therapy.

The essence of problem centered therapy involves the cost-effective and
structured exploration of the problem maintenance structure. Because of the
health premise and the fact that the problem maintenance structure cannot
be known in advance, therapy begins by using the simplest and most effective
theories and interventions to understand and ameliorate the unique set of
constraints that prevent problem resolution. When these theories and inter-
ventions do not lead to problem resolution the therapist progresses to more
complex, indirect, and expensive interventions until the problem is resolved.

This assessment and intervention process progresses from the interper-
sonal to the individual and from the here-and-now to the past. The therapist
begins with hypotheses about organizational constraints and addresses thise
constraints with behavioral and structural family therapy techniques. when
these do not work, the therapist moves to hypotheses about biol-ogical con-
straints and addresses them with biobehavioral interventions like biofeed-
back or psychotropic medication. when these interventions are inappro-
priate or ineffective, the therapist addresses meaning constraint trypotirlses
with experiential techniques targeting emotion and cognition. when these
interventions do not work, the therapist moves to transgenerational hypothe-
ses and associated family-of-origin techniques (genograms, family-of-origin
homework; live family-of-origin sessions, etc.). When such interventions are
unproductive, the therapist addresses object relations hypotheses with psy-
chodynamic techniques (transference and projection interpretations, eic.).
When all of the above do not lead to problem resolution, the therapist shifis
to self- or narcissistic hypotheses that are addressed with the relationship
techniques of self psychology.

This progression across different theoretical orientations is mirrored
by the interpersonal context progression from interpersonal to individual
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modalities. With child and adolescent problems, therapy typically begins by
working with key members of the family in the direct system-the largest ap-
propriate interpersonal context. With adult problems with individuals who
are married or cohabiting, the therapy ideally begins with the couple, regard-
less of the presenting problem. Obviously, with couple problems the therapy
begins with the couple. The interpersonal premise asserts that it is better to
do as much of the work as possible, even if that work is individually focused,
in an interpersonal context.

The progression in orientations and contexts within IPCT is failure
driven. The therapist shifts hypotheses and interventions when the current
hypotheses and interventions are not effective. The failure of the current
work triggers the shift. Within the model, failure is not shameful-it is a
learning experience. The failure of current interventions tells the therapist
and key members of the patient system about the problem maintenance
structure. Even when interventions do not transform, they reveal.

Lastly, all of this work is tempered and made flexible by the problem
centered emphasis on the therapeutic alliance (Pinsof, 1994). The therapist
has an alliance with each of the key members of the patient system, with
each of the major subsystems and with the overall system. Maintaining a
good alliance takes priority over the principles of progression across the
approaches articulated above. If a husband in a couple insists on being seen
alone, the alliance priority rule says see him alone. The therapist may work to
engage the wife as quickly as possible, but conjoint work is not forced on the
husband. The problem centered therapist is willing to bend the principles
of progression in the face of alliance concerns up to the point where the
therapy becomes so compromised that it is not viable.

Although the problem centered model may sound rigid and mecha-
nistic, it is actually intended as framework for therapeutic improvisation.
As with jazz, every therapist will play it slightly differently, working each
of the domains in ways that suit what they know' who they are, and what
they value. As therapists become proficient with the model, their work re-
Ilects who they are as much or more than the model. Basically, the model is
designed to provide therapists with cost-effective and clinically-responsible
alternatives when what they are doing is not working.

The Therapeutic Palette

In contrast to the well-developed and extensively-implemented inte-
grative theory of problem formation, maintenance, and resolution posed by
IPCT, the Therapeutic Palette (Fraenkel,7997:Fraenkel,2000) was relatively
recently formulated and is more a metaphor or heuristic to assist therapists
to rethink the relationship among seemingly incompatible systemic theories
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of therapy and to provide a guide to negotiating choice points in working
integratively. Like Messer (1992),we do not believe empirical studies of dif-
ferential therapeutic effectiveness for particular disordeis and the increase of
manualized treatments will eliminate theoretical pluralism. Therefore, clini-
cians need more than research findings to provide i parsimonious framework
for integrative treatment choices in working with a wide range of problems
and family contexts. The Therapeutic palette provides such a framework.

The first author developed the notion of rhe Therapeutic palette ex-
plicitly to respond to a teaching challenge. While learning different theories
of family therapy, students invariably become confused and ask, ,,But what
is the essence of family therapy?" close on the heels of this question is usu-
ally another: "But when do I choose one approach over another?" Teaching
within a training institution that favors postmodern thinking (and that shiei
away from talk of "essences"), the challenge was to concept ualizethe essence
of the family therapies while still embracing an ethic and praxis of diversity.
This was achieved through the notion of "usefulcomplexity."

The guiding premise in this notion has been the eminently postmod-
ern stance of "both-and": that both this perspective and that peispective,
although seemingly or actually contradictory, are true, and that the tensions
between them are part of the "truth" (Sheinberg & Fraenkel, 2001). A ,,mul-
tipartial" therapist (one that, rather than being neutral, attempts to side with
all members of the family simultaneously) assumes that the perspective of
each family member tells some part of the family's ..story,,, and thit the con_
flict among the perspectives and the conflict generated in the telling of them
also reveal part of the family's story (maybe even more than the peripectives
themselves). Similarly, the notion of the Therapeutic Palette assumes that all
perspectives in the profession of helping families with their problems have
some important thing to say, albeit partial, and that the tensions emanat_
ing from the differences among these perspectives point to the important
themes that constitute the essence of family therapy. Messer (t9vz1 and
Schact (1984) have written similarly of the creative benefits of the c<lnflict
generated by theoretical pluralism.

Just as each color in an artist's palette potentially contributes to painting
the whole picture, and no color is better than another in general but only
as it serves the immediate goal of realizing the painter,s vision, no theory
(and associated practices) of family problems and- change is inherently morl
true than another. Rather, each theory serves as a "color" that in combina-
tion with the other theories in the palette complete a picture. In addition,
just as the wide variety of colors in a painter's palette "."rg. from combi-
nations of a certain smaller number of primary colors, it is suggested that
certain themes usefully organize the wide range of therapeutic approaches
currently available-and that these themes inevitably serve as th; ;.primary
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colors" for creation of new approaches. And just as a particular color may
be "privileged" over others by an artist to satisfy a particular creative need
and to achieve a particular painting at a particular time, a particular theory
and set of practices may be more suitable than another in order to satisfy
the creative need of a family at a particular moment in its life.

The three "primary colors" in the Therapeutic Palette from which the
various theories are drawn include: Time Frame/Focus, Therapist Direc-
tiveness, and Change Entry Point. Time Frame/Focus refers to whether the
therapy theory directs problem formulations and change efforts to here-and-
now family patterns, to the link between family members'pasts (e.g., families
of origin, psychodynamic issues) and present patterns and experiences, or
to the family's relationship to an imagined future.

Therapist Directiveness clusters therapy theories along a continuum of
therapist use of expert knowledge and guidance. The continuum goes from
low-directive practices such as eliciting self-observation and reflection, of-
fering support and validation, highlighting the family's resources and their
existing skills, strengths, and expertise, encouraging exceptions to the prob-
lem, eliciting hidden beliefs;to somewhat more "expert-perspective" inter-
ventions such as pointing out links between reports of past experiences and
current patterns, or use of contingency/reinforcement programs; to highly-
directive interventions such as psychoeducation, skills instruction, in-session
behavioral techniques, direct suggestions or prescriptions, paradox, unbal-
ancing, strongly challenging reframes, and emergency procedures and case
management. Therapists engage in more directive interventions when fam-
ily resourcefulness is low, as is typically the case at the beginning of therapy.
They become less directive as therapy progresses and as families develop
new skills and access existing strengths.

Change Entry Point refers to which element of the core aspects of hu-
man experience are prioritized in the theories' respective views of problem
maintenance and change: Cognition (including thoughts, beliefs, percep-
tions, memories and narratives, fantasies), emotions, or behaviors.s Thble I
and Fig. 1 portray these three "primary colors" and the clusters of therapy
theories (or practices) within them.

Like IPCT, the Therapeutic Palette posits three principles for selecting
which approach to use when, and the specific principles overlap with those of
IPCT. Principle One is the Health/Resource Perspective, which suggests that
families (and their members) have strengths, ideas, talents, areas of expertise,
and other resources that can be applied to solving their problems. As noted
earlier, the therapist selects the least directive approach possible, increasing

5These three aspects ofexperience are in fact concurrent. However, the notion of Change Entry
Point acknowledges that different theories typically direct therapists to begin interventions
with a focus on one of these three aspects.
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Table I. Therapeutic Palette: Taxonomy of Systems Therapies by'lime Frame/
Focus and Change E,ntry Point

Time Frame/Focus Change Entry Point4

Present-oriented approaches
Cognit ive-behavioral
Structural
Strategic
Milan Strategic
Experiential
Satir ian
MRI

Past-to-present approaches
Intergenerational /  bowen i an
Milan systemic
Contextual
Psychodynamic
Narrat ive

Future-oriented approaches
Solut ion-focused
S olu t ion -ori  en te d
Narrat ivc

"B : behavior, C : cognit ion, E : cmotion.

Low High

B
B
B
C
EIB
E/B
B

C
C
C
C/E
C

C
C
C

o

a

a

a

Encouraging self-refl ection
& observation
Offering support & validation
Highl ight ing & encouraging
exceptions, new narratives
Elicit ing hidden beliefs
Encouraging use of
existing strengths
Offe r i  ng support ive, posi I  ive
reframes
Encouraging imagining of
future possibilities

. Psychoeducation, skill instruction,
in-session behavioral techniques

o Direct suggestion/prescription
. Friendly paradox
. Unbalancing, strong reframes
o Direct commentary
o Emergencyprocedures/

case management

Interpretation of
past-present patterns
Use of contingency/reinforcement
programs
13uilding intensity around themes

Fig. 1. Therapeutic palette: family systems interventions by degrce of dircctiveness/use of
expcrt knowleclge.
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directiveness only as the family reveals their lack of existing resources. Prin-

ciple Two is to Balance Support of the Existing System with the Need to

Introduce Novelty. This principle indicates the need to assess family mem-

bers' beliefs about which approach(es) they believe will most help them

(e.g., a focus on increased insight and mutual understanding versus change

in behavioral sequences), to determine which types of change efforts they

have already made (and the relative degrees of success of these efforts); and

to select with them a therapeutic approach that introduces something new

while not overly challenging the family's beliefs about what they need.

Principle Th ree is Economy , as in IPCT, picking the approach that seems

most likely to resolve the problem in the shortest amount of time. However,

unlike IPCT, there is no assumption that behavioral approaches are most

likely to resolve problems most rapidly. Rather, judgments about which ap-

proach is likely to be most economical are made by evaluating the nature

of the family's presenting problem and the systemic issues maintaining it,

along with the family's theories of change and motivation to work in partic-

ular ways and not others.
For example, a couple in which both partners were in ongoing individ-

ual psychoanalytic therapy requested conjoint therapy to help them gain

insight into the relationship between their respective family-of-origin expe-

riences and their current patterns. Even though the therapist observed and

they reported poor communication that might have changed quickly with

cognitive-behavioral skills training, insisting on this approach first would

have extended the length of the therapy and resulted in an unsatisfying ini-

tial experience because therapist and couple would have struggled over the
"correct" approach and theory of change.

Like IPCT, the Therapeutic Palette highlights the importance of main-

taining a collaborative stance with families, in which the therapist remains

attuned to how he or she and the therapy as a whole are experienced by the

family. The therapist amends interventive direction as needed in order to

maintain a positive working relationship.The Therapeutic Palette may even

emphasize collaboration a bit more than does IPCT, because unlike IPCT,

it posits no d priori optimal, economical sequence of approaches. Rather,

it suggests that from the outset, the therapist actively coconstructs with the

family the sequence of therapeutic approaches best suited for them. New

approaches ale engaged not only when the current approach fails, but also

when clinical themes or explicit client interest points the way to other po-

tential ly use[ul perspectives.
For instance, as parents learn to handle a preteen child's oppositional

behavior by reinforcing positive prosocial acts rather than by focusing on

punishing problem behavior, one parent might spontaneously reflect aloud
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Teaching Integrative Family fherapy

about how he received much stricter, punitive parenting growing up. This
comment might lead to a decision between therapist and family io devote
part or all of a session to exploring the father's and mother's respective
family-of-origin experiences, which might help to confirm their commitment
to parenting their son differently than the father had been parented. Like-
wise' a question on the part of the youth about when his parents will allow
him to decide things more for himself might leacl to a session or two ex-
ploring each family member's vision of the future, drawing on narrative and
solution-oriented approaches. Each temporal layer supports the others and,
to paraphrase Geertz (7913), creates a "thick intervention."

Thus, each session provides an opportunity to reconfirm or revise the
therapeutic contract. This active collaboration appears to increase motiva-
tion and the family's sense of shared responsibility for the direction of the
therapy. Family members become active consumers of the services provi-
ded to them. This approach builds a spirit of experimentation, nexiOitity,
and teamwork both within the family and between the family and therapisi.
In working with the family to reconfigure the therapy, the therapist alsohas
the opportunity to model comfort with ambiguity and with ,,going back to
the drawing board."

Finally, the Therapeutic Palette articulates the need for inteeration of
two ways of thinking about families that have become associated with dif-
ferent "camps" within the field: "nomothetic" or research-based seneral
knowledge about how many individuals and families experience particu-
lar sorts of problems (e.g., the empirical link between couple distress and
communication patterns; the effects on the family of a psychiatric disorder
or chronic medical illness in one member; the impact of social conditions
such as poverty or racism), and the "idiographic" or unique aspects of any
particular family's experiences (Fraenkel, 1995). Therapy is viewed as best
directed by constant, mutually-informing consideration bf both the accumu-
lated knowledge about families in general and the particular realities of the
fami ly  in  t reatment .

ADAPTING THE FORM OF INTEGRATIVE TEACHING
TO THE LEARNING CONTEXT

The first question for integrative teachers is "What form willintesrative
teaching take?" Related questions include "wiil teaching focus on supervi-
sion, demonstration, didactic instruction, or some combination of these?,'"How should introduction of theories and associated therapeutic techniques
be presented-one at a time in a gradual sequence? or all at once? or in
related clusters (e.g., action-oriented versus insight-oriented approaches)?',
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Andrews et at. (1992, pp. 566--567) proposed an ideal five-step sequence,

summarized as follows:

1. Tiaining in fundamental relationship and communication skills

2. Exploration of various models of human behavior

3. A course on theories of psychotherapy

4. A series of practica leading to competence in at least two differing

systems of PsYchotheraPY
5. A course on psychotheiapy integration that introduces a decisional

model for selecting partiiular approaches for particular clients and

circumstances

Like Andrews and colleagues, we believe that ideal integrative teaching

includes three core compor,"ni., didactic instruction in theories and practices

featuring lecture and discussions of core family systems texts, videotaped

demonstrations and role play, and supervision. However, unlike Andrews

and colleagues, we cannotiealistically stipulate an ideal sequence that would

suit all stuclents. As systemic therapists, we recognize the role of context and

culture in defining families'problems and identifying their goals for change'

Similarly, the pedagogic "pioblem" of how to arrange integrative teaching

depends on the .o.rt""t and culture within which students learn' Issues in-

clude: what is the dominant therapeutic orientation of the training setting

(e.g., individual/psychodynamic, individual/behavioral, family systems)? lf

students ur" "*p".ted to conduct therapy as part of their training, what is

the therapeutiC orientation and what are the service needs and resources

of the associated training clinic? what is the general pedagogic "-gLl

sis of the training contexi(e.g., academic/theory-oriented' pragmatic/skills

oriented)?

Institutional Culture and Integrative Sequencing

A comparison of three training settings illustrates the importance of

consideringinstitutional demands, resources, and program culture in guiding

integrativJteaching. In one context in which Fraenkel taught, the Ackerman

Institute for the nairity (Al), family therapy is the main orientation and indi-

vidual therapy is more marginalized-seen as useful in certain circumstances

but as an incomplete modility. Conversely, in another context in which he

teaches, the <loctoral program in clinical psychology at The city college of

New York (ccNY),long-1s.m psychodynamic therapy is viewed as the pre-

eminent approach and olher individual approaches (behavioral) and family

therapy are viewed as ancillary and often incomplete. Pedagogically, students
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at the AI are all post-Masters or post-doctoral students and are primarily
pragmatically oriented; discussion of theory for theory's sake is lesi desired.
At ccNY, students take family therapy in their first year when they do not
see clients and are immersed in learning and critiquing theory, and the pro_
gram encourages discussion of theory for theory's sake. The students are not
pressed to acquire intervention skills immediately.

Thus at AI, the focus of family-centered integrative teaching centers
primarily on building competence in developing hypotheses and conducting
interventions from a variety of therapeuticapproiches within family therl
apy.6 In contrast, the focus of family-centered integrative teaching at bcNy
has involved first making a bridge between individual psychodynamic ap-
proaches and family approaches so as to decrease students' un"i"ty auolt
venturing into a modality that at first seems so foreisn.

How an institution's therapy culture shapes integrative teaching is fur-
ther illustrated by the following vignette. [n Fraenkel's first time tJaching
the family therapy theory and practice course at A[, he featured cosnitive-
behavioral family approaches earlier in the year and prior to th. int..:g.nera-
tional approaches. Because the cognitive-behavio.ai upproa.hes are Jimpler
to learn than the intergenerational and are more .on"r"t" and pragmatic, it
was hoped that learning cBT approaches would help reduce students, anx-
iety by giving them something immediate they couid do with couples and
families, especially those that interact conflictually in session. However, the
supervising faculty eventually requested that the cBT approaches be moved
to later in the semester, as students were using them foi practically all cases
and neglecting the intergenerational focus. This violated ihe therapy culture
of the institute, which places greater emphasis on helping tamiiies to ex_
plore the relational meaning of problems than it does on diiectty instructing
families in behavior change.

This example illustrates the premise of assimilative integration that even
within a curriculum that features several theories of psychoiherapy, the first
one encountered may automatically become students'conceptual base. A
kind of "theoretical imprinting" occurs despite the instructorls attempts to
cast a theory as only one of many that will be learned in the course of trainins.
Therefore, integrative teachers must think carefully about which upprou.L
they wish the students to learn first; in turn, this may be determinei by the
culture of the institution.

In the training context in which Pinsof teaches, the Family Institute (FI)
at Northwestern university, tpcr and the related Metaframeworks Model

6Recently.AI faculty has developed i ts own integrative approach, which overlaps with but is
not identical to The Thcrapeutic palette.
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(Breunlin el al., 1992) serve as guiding approaches for a program aimed

primarily at Masters students in a marriage and family therapy training pro-

gram. There has been little need to build consensus among faculty members

about whether or how to teach integratively-faculty are hired or trained ex-

plicitly to teach these approaches. In the abstract, the FI was ideally poised to

create a training program isomorphic with the clinical theory. Isomorphism

in clinical training programs occurs when the structure and process of the

training program corresponds to (has the same form as) the structure and

process of the therapy that the students are being trained to practice. Ideally

then, an isomorphic IPCT curriculum should mirror the sequencing principle

in IPCT. Students should learn the interpersonal here-and-now approaches
(structural and behavioral) first, and then the more individual and historical

approaches (object relations and self-psychological).
However, the clinical needs of the FI and the clinical training needs

of the students conflicted somewhat with this ideal of isomorphic education.

The clinic, in which every Masters student must conduct at least 500 hr of

treatment over two years, is committed to providing every patient System

the best possible treatment. Because the faculty believe that IPCT and the

related Metaframeworks Model represent the "best possible treatment," stu-

dents must provide therapy within this framework. From the very first case

assigned to them they must practice the model, even though they are just be-

ginning their training at a time when their understanding of and proficiency

in the model is minimal.
In sum, the "therapy cultures" of the three institutions required differ-

ent steps in the sequence of teaching integration, which is further shaped by

the realistic clinical service needs.

Clinic Service Needs and Integrative Sequencing

Along with the institution's culture, the differences in the clinical prac-

tice requirements associated with training may also dictate different ap-
proaches to teaching integration. Here we present three overlapping ap-
proaches to teaching integratively when the context requires students to

work integratively from the start.

As s imilativ e I nte 8r atil n

The tenets of assimilative integration provide an excellent conceptual
framework within which to teach integration from the outset. The first few

months of training can focus on one comprehensive systemic approach
that includes a theory of family organization, family development, family
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difficulty or dysfunction, and intervention.T As the next approach is intro-
duced, students can be encouraged to think about how iti techniques can
be absorbed by the original approach learned, and how the techniques will
have different meaning and purpose within the original approach. As stu_
dents continue to learn more approaches to family therapy, they can continue
to locate those ideas and practices that can be assimilaied into the orisinal"base" approach, without abandoning the security of being situated in'the
original approach.

One example of an assimilative integrative teaching sequence was given
earlier in this article-that of a therapist trained in struitural family thJrapy
learning intergenerational approaches and utilizing the genogram to map
the patterns of power and involvement among the members of the current
extended family, without delving into the past. To move into questions about
adult members' respective pasts would signal a more complete shift into
the fundamental premises of an intergenerational approach, and away from
a basic guiding premise of structural family therapy that problems can be
solved entirely by changing current patterns. An approach to teaching this
more complete form of integration is described next.

The Concept of " Levels of Mastery',

Another pedagogic solution to the need for immediate integrative work
is to consider the notion of "levels of mastery" (Fraenkel, 2000). This solution
differs in subtle but important ways from that of assimilative intesration.
Here, it is supposed that students can develop a fundamental fariiliarity
with more than one approach within a short time, at first grasping only eacir
one's most fundamental ideas, and as time goes on deepening tnowtedge of
and practice with each one's theoretical and technical subtleties. Rather than
assimilating techniques from other approaches into one fundamental base
theory, the student becomes multiply based,able to immerse him or herself
into the fundamental way of viewing families and their problems provided
by each theory.

That is, as discussed above in reference to the Therapeutic palette, each
approach to family therapy represents a particular perspective or emphasis
on what causes problems for families and what leads to.hung". The temporal

TSeveral of the more recently developed family therapies-for instance, narratlve, construc-
tivist, and solution-focused approaches-deliblrately do not include theorres of tamily orga-
nization or development. Therefore, at least from a pedagogic point of view that strives to
introduce students not only to practice but also to th; hist"or; oi the field of family systems,
we believe these are not.the best approaches with which to begin. See Fraenkel (l9vi) for a
discussion of the theoretical and cl inical issues around inclusioi and exclusion of concepts of
family organization and development in family therapy approaches.
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categories organizing the taxonomy of theories shown in Table I represent

one approach to conceptualizing these core ideas and guides to interven-

tion. Knowing that it is useful to explore the details of current interpersonal

Sequences, beliefs, and emotions, or the link between past experiences and

present problems, or family members' conceptions of the future, is already

to grasp important aspects of the theories clustered under these temporal

perspectives. A student who has solid clinical-interviewing and information-

synthesizing skills can then apply these skills to inquiring about the family's

experiences from one or more of these temporal frames-without knowing

anything more about the specific premises of particular theories.
Likewise, knowing that beliefs, emotions, and actions are interrelated

and important to family members in how they define a problem, the therapist

can inquire about and observe all these aspects. And if "change interven-

tions" can be defined most generally as helping family members introduce

something new into their lives (in their thinking, feeling, and interacting),
the beginning integrative therapist can work with the family to come up with

a consensus about what they can do differently (that might lead to changes

in cognitions and feelings), or how they can see things differently (that might

lead to changes in feelings and action), or in recognizing marginalized feel-

ings (that when brought forward change cognitions and pave the way for

new patterns of interaction). Table II presents a nonexhaustive three-level

categorization of concepts and techniques within two major approaches used

in systemic therapy, with Level One as the most fundamental concepts and
practices, and Levels Two and Three representing concepts and practices of

increasing specificity and difficulty to master.
Thus, therapists most familiar with present-focused, action-oriented ap-

proaches such as the structural or cognitive-behavioral therapies can begin

to use past-to-present, insight-oriented intergenerational, and psychody-

namic approaches simply by incorporating into their hypotheses the notion
that patterns learned and experiences from one's family of origin may in-

form expectations, experiences, and patterns in present relationships. The
novice "intergenerationalist" can explore the link between past and present

by asking couple partners simple questions such aS, "How is the pattern

the two of you get into similar to or different from what each of you saw

or experienced in your own families growing up?" Or, after exploring cur-
rent relational expectations about closeness or the distribution of power,

the intergenerational frame can be engaged by asking, "Where do you think
you may have learned or developed those expectations?" Knowledge and
use of more detailed concepts and techniques within the intergenerational
schools-such as the family projection process, projective identification, and
genograms-can then be developed without a sense of urgency under the
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Table II. Levels of Conceptual and Technical Mastery for Two Family Systems Approaches

75

Levels of
Mastery

Structural Family
Therapy

Bowen Intergenerational
Therapy
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Level 1(Fundamental)
Concepts

Techniques

Level2 (lntermediate)
Concepts

Techniques

Focus on here-and-now Datterns
o f  h ie rarchy  and invo lvemcnt
surrounding occurrence of the
problem

Importance of changing
interaction sequences

"Joining"/connecting with the
family

Ask ing  about iohserv ing
sequcnces of interaction &
preferences for change;
suggesting more functional
alternatives

Degree of permeabil i ty and
clari ty of boundaries between
subsystems

Cross-generational coal i t ions
Enactments: Changing seating/

proximity among family
members and encouraging
novel interactions that
st imulate new patterns of
involvement and oower

Focus on link between
here-and-now patterns and
adult members'
fami ly -o f -o r ig in  exper iences

lmportance of increasing
understanding

Asking questions about
similari t ies/dif ferences of
current problems to
fami ly -o f -o r ig i  n  cxpcr iences

Intrapsychic and interpersonal
differentiation

Triangles, cutoffs
Constructing gen<lgrams with

each adult member; asking
others to reflect on what
learning

Block ing  in te r rup t ions  l rom
other partner; diffusing
tension and anxiety

Therapist rcmaining
mult ipart ial  as members
attempt to tr iangulate him/her

Mul t igencra t iona l  t  ransmiss ion
process

Family projection process
Links between biological,

psychological,  interpersonal,
social systems

Coaching adult members to
return to famil ies of origin and
differcntiate, repair cutoffs

Level 3 (Advanced)
Concepts Embcddedness of family in

larger svstems

'Iechniques
Unbalancing (connecting more

with one member than another
temporarily)

Building intensity through
repetit ion, dramatic statements

guidance of the supervisor as the case progresses, and when the didactic
component of the students' integrative education turns to those particular
theories and practices.

Likewise, students whose theoretical starting point is the intergener-
ational, insight-oriented approaches can begin to use present-focused,
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action-oriented approaches such as the structural or cognitive-behavioral
therapies by incorporating into their hypotheses the notion that here-and-

now circular and linear patterns among family members have a way of

self-maintaining or self-reinforcing irrespective of adult partners' family-of-

origin experiences;that these patterns affect the cognitions and emotions of

each member;and that interventions targeted at these patterns may not only

result in change in present experience, but that these new experiences may

correct and soothe expectations and hurts carried over from adult members'
respective families of origin.

The Recursive Curriculum

The training program of the institute where Pinsof teaches is an exam-
ple of a structured solution to the dilemma of needing to orient beginning
students to a broad integrative model and its constituent approaches while

acknowledging that it is impossible to master all simultaneously. The didactic
portion of the curriculum begins by giving students an overview of the entire

IPCT model and a little knowledge about each of the major orientations (be-

havioral, biobehavioral, experiential, family-of-origin, object relations and

self psychology). Masters students do not see cases for the first quarter of
their two-year program-the period during which the overview of the model
is presented. The introduction to the model is designed to provide the stu-
dents with a sufficient understanding of each area so they know some of its

basic theories and intervenlions.
This overview is greatly aided by the use of two primary training texts-

Pinsof's (1995) Integrative Problem Centered Therapy and Breunlin et al.
(1992) Metaframeworks. Students are expected to read these integrative
texts at the beginning of the program, even though much of what they read
will be unintelligible or not meaningful until they have more knowledge and
experience. It is assumed that just as the program is designed as a recursive
spiral that re-exposes students to components of the integrative model at
various points in their training (described below), students will re-examine
these texts throughout their training, understanding and integrating more
on each reading.

In the second quarter of the year, each domain is examined in greater

detail, and especially how each relates to the others. During this quarter
they begin to see cases. The basic curricular orientation is that the model
is repeated at various points throughout the two years, progressively go-

ing into more depth with each presentation and application (e.g. to specific
populations and problems).
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Teaching Integrative Family Therapy

single Base versus Murtipte lJases: Advantages and Dis,d.vanta*es

The advantage of the assimirative integration approach to teaching isthat students remain firmry based in one approach, which may build a senseof clinical mastery sooner and may better rimit the anxiety invariabry expe_rienced when students are expect"d to l"u.n more than one approach. Thedisadvantage is that students may not develop a deeper sense of the differ_ences and similarities among the different approaches because they are notencouraged to fully immerse themselves in itrese other approaches. To usea linguistic metaphor, students who approach integration through assimi_lation become fluent in one ranguage, and may bolrow terms from otherlanguages, but do not become truly bitingual. Tire advantages of a multiple
base approach is that students beiome conceptuaily and technically ,,mul_
tilingual," and because they must struggle moie to create a complex secure
base, they may emerge with a greater appreciation of the higher-order di-mensions along which theories vary (suitr as those described in The Thera-peutic Palette). 

Tey 
mly also emerge with greater clinical flexibility. Thedisadvantages of the multiple base approach is that student anxiety may begreater for longer, the sense of clinical mastery may take longer to deveiop,

and some students may not possess the intellectua-l interest, organizational
skills, personal flexibility, and clinical perceptiveness to manage the greater
complexities involved in mastering multiple base models such as Ipcr orThe Therapeutic palette.

Identifying Conceptual Overlaps

. whatever approach is used to structure integrative teaching, rearning
(and comfort) is enhanced as students begin to n6tice or have pointed outto them by their teachers, the conceptuai overraps among family therapy
theories, as well as between individuir and family approaches. These over_laps become the conceptual connectors that hold un'int"grutive approach
together, and that lead to identification of broader ,.theoretical 

themes,,
that bridge different therapies despite their different emphases and lan_guages. For instance, structural family therapy,s notion of a continuum ofrelational involvement from disengagement (unoerinvolvement) to enmesh_
ment (overinvolvement) is similar to Bowen's (Kerr & Bowen, 19gg) dimen_
sion of involvement with emotional cutoff at one end and fusion at the other.
underlying both theories' specific concepts is the ..theoretical 

theme,, ofthe importance of the dimension of closeness/connectedness/involvement,
on which relationships can be characterized from high to low. Likewise. the
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structural and strategic concept of a "coalition" (two family members aligned

together against unJth". member) is similar to one version of a "triangle,"

u ["y conJept from Bowen Theory. Likewise, all family therapies recog-

nize the significance of times when families act in ways different from the

problem pitt".n. Some therapy approaches have terms to describe this, such

as "unique outcomes" in nariative therapies, and "exceptions" in solution-

focused approaches, and others do not, but all consider such nonproblem

times as important aspects of a family's resourcefulness and resiliency'

Thus, when cliniial needs of the training institution require students to

practice integratively from the outset, training that leads students to some de-

gree of mastery can Lquip them to begin working from different approaches

!u"n u, they extend their knowledge and skills within each approach' Indeed'

it may be t'hat rather than front-loading integrative training with extensive

didactic instruction prior to clinical experience as suggested by Andrews

et al. (1992), gainingpreliminary clinical experience with the fundamental
"frames" of particulai approaches whets the appetite of students for read-

ings and discussions that dLepen and extend their grasp of respective theories

and associated techniques.

Front-Loading and Embedding Training in Cultural

and Contextual DiversitY

There is one exception to our suggestion about the need to shape in-

tegrative sequencing based on teaching institutions' cultures and clinical

n""dr. We believe that training in concepts of family diversity must be "front-

ended" in all training programs. That is, students' awareness of the role of

culture and context, and of the wrde diversity of cultures and contexts rep-

resented by contemporary families, must be developed from the beginning

of training. The rise of feminism and multiculturalism in family therapy has

attuned the field to how multiple are the definitions and forms of such core

concepts, processes, and entities as family, intimacy, the appropriate and fair

hierarchy between adult partners and across generations, parenting philoso-

phies and practices, gender and sexuality, among others (for review, see

Fraenkel. 1997).
Therefore, we believe it is critical to orient students immediately and

continually to a respect for and interest in diversity among families based on

race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, education, socioeconomic class'

age, and geographic location. Our approaches to teaching diversity within

fu'mify therapy tottow Falicov's (i995) conceptualization of families simulta-

,r"ouily situaied within multiple cultures and reference groups, with which

they hold varying degrees of identification at any particular time' Students
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also need to be cognizant of the interface between family diversity and so_

r*ril:H: :lf#ffi::,:::::' tha t resur t in'o,"" rumlies "*p;;;;;s
As others have noted (Hardy, rgg^l)it is important that this perspectivebe intertwined with teaching of siecinc theories of ttre.upy, rather than setapart (usuaily at the end oia course) u, u ,"pu*" ,", or rectures, other_wise the issues become marginarized just as certain types of families becomemarginalized. Just as backgiound, curture, and ,o.i6J.orromic and poriticalprivilege or oppression are"deepry embedded at ail t.u"i, of family life, teach_ing of family therapy needs to embed questions auout differences amongfamilies at every step. From u pru.ii.ur point of view, the ..curture 

and diver_sity lens" provides:

1. A frame 
:,,ill*n,:l,,"inqyif: about these aspects of family identityand experience and their relationship ro prooi*s and sorutions 

l
2' A frame within which to attend to issues of the interface betweenthe famiry and rarger systems (schoors, wo.r.^iru.", legar systems,community)
3. A criticarframe through which to examine the rimitations and biasesof particular concepts about families

THE RELATTONAL CONTEXT OF INTEGRATIVE TEACHING

Like all psychotherapy training, famiry therapy-centered training takesplace in a complex. web of ierationrfripr. In this section, we discuss how theserelationships can impede or facilitate the student,s movement towards anintegrative approach.

Relational Sources of Anxiety about Integration

Students'anxiety about integration can be expressed in forms similar tothose shown in patients.chalreng?d io .nung", ."i.*r, insecurity, great de_pendence on authority (in this clse, the supervisor), arrogance, and aggres_sive criticism or rejection of a new roo.t (or of the supervisor). In workingintegratively with resistance in pry.toilrSiuqv, 
1*n"tiv^r..r are exploringthe meaning of the resistance in trr" patient,s life (incruding in his or herrelationship to the therapisr) and finding ways ro ,J;;"; blocks and buildbridges to new cognitive, emotionai, o.ni u"nuui";'""p;.iences (wachtel,1999). Likewise, the chailenge for the integrative teacher encountering stu_dent "resistance" 

to learnin"g n"* upproaches is to understand the issues
,1"ilii:Ji;;"i;llffild ro"bu'd briiges that a'ow,ur" pu,,uge from the
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As we alluded to earlier, from an attachment theory perspective, the

student's existing therapeutic approach serves aS a "secure base" upon which

her or his emerging professional identity and sense of self-respect relies. This

secure theoreticalbase may be buttressed when the student has had positive

personal therapy experiences conducted from the same perspective. An-

other issue behind student resistance to learning new approaches may be

that the existing approach was the first theory learned in the student's study

of psychology, and/or it was learned from a favorite professor or mentor who

also guided his or her emerging career interest in psychotherapy. In some

cases, the student may be the second or even third generation in his or her

family to become a mental health professional. Enthusiasm for a particular

theory may either be the result of the student's wish to carry on a family

tradition, or to differentiate from the family of origin through dedicating

him or herself to a therapy approach different from the one the parent(s)

practiced.
In sum, just as the family therapist needs to inquire into the family-

of-origin and culture-of-origin bases of family members'beliefs about what

are desirable and undesirable experiences and styles of interaction in family

life, integrative teachers need to recognize that student loyalties to particular

theories are embedded within the relationships in which they learned these

thcories. Thus, when integrative teachers challenge adherence to pure-form

approaches, they must recognize that they are challenging the student not

only at the intellectual level but often at deep emotional and relational

levels.
Once again, the therapy culture of the institution within which family

therapy is taught partially determines the nature and degree of resistance to

learning multiple approaches. An assimilative integration perspective pro-

vides guidance for handling such resistance. For instance, in the context of

an individually-oriented, psychodynamic training program, two especially

useful elements of "the bridge" have included beginning with intergenera-

tional family approaches that,like psychodynamic therapies, emphasize the

link between past and present; and noting how family therapy can help fam-

ilies better manage real-life systemic challenges (school behavior problems,
problematic parenting styles, issues related to coping with poverty) so that

simultaneous individual psychodynamic therapy can be freed up to do the

work most suited to this approach (free association or play, focus on transfer-

ence). Once this initial conceptual bridge is built, the students can move on to

learning the different family approaches-but always with a recursive loop

back to consider the links and differences between these approaches and

individual therapy. In this way, students are never cut off from their secure,

assimilative base, and over time the base can become more diversified.
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Teaching Integrative Family Therapy gl

Supervision as Hording Environment and prace of chailenge

The extensive educational and personal demands that training in inte-
grative approaches place on trainees necessitate extensive, skilled,ind sen-
sitive supervision. The supervisory relationship, particularly the relationship
with the group or primary supervisor nas a typical progression that isomor-
phically reflects the gradual change in directlv"n"i, fiom high to low de_
scribed in IPCT and the Therapeutic Palette. At the beginning the supervisor
makes up for the student's conceptual and technical deficiencies Uy tatcing
charge. The supervisor at the beginning of the program is more directive]
intrusive, supportive, and guiding. The studenti ln ttre supervision group
almost feel like extensions of their supervisor-it's as if, at first, the sufiervi_
sor is treating their cases through them. As the students demonstrate more
competence, the supervisor becomes less intrusive, directive, and controlling.
This model of relinquishing control in the face of adaptive and competerit
behavior reflects the identical process in therapy. The goal in integratiul fu--
ily therapy is to be a good enough therapist-u ttr"ru-pirt who piogressively"fails to treat" in the face of the growing competence of the patient system.
similarly, the goal of supervision is to be a good enough supeivisor-to ,.fail
to supervise" as the student is increasingly capable of self supervision.

We also think of this as a process of intern alization, in which the stu-
dent progressively develops his or her own "supervisory ego.', Initially, the
student "borrows" the supervisor's ego and temporarily functions as an ex_
tension of the supervisor. In the next stage, the student internalizes but does
not truly integrate the supervisor. At this point the student may function
like a clone of the supervisor, even to ths point of mimicking tris or her
nonverbal behavior in sessions. The third and last stage involves integrating
the supervisor into the student's own style and perionality. At thi; poini
the student is uniquely and distinctly himself or herself. This stage is uzually
approached by the end of the first year of training, although this depends on
the intensity of the training program. The whole ,"q.r"n-." tends io replay
itself during subsequent years with new supervisors, however, increasingly
with more autonomy and less anxiety.

Problem Centered Supervision

At the FI, the process of supervision isomorphically reflects the ori-
entation progression in problem centered therapy. when a student is stuck
or blocked with a case, that becomes the superviro.y pr"r"nting problem.
Typically, the supervisor of the group will recom-"nd certain alternative
courses of action to resolve the impasse. If the student is able to act on those
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recommendations and the action is effective with the patient system, that
supervisory episode (which may last for weeks) is over. If the student acts
appropriately, but the action is not effective, the supervisory process repeats
with new recommended hypotheses and actions. These typically follow the
problem centered progression, focusing on different aspects of the patient
system.

When the student cannot do what is recommended, the supervisory
process begins to explore the student's problem maintenance structure. To
what extent are the constraints behavioral-the student does not know how
to "act." If that is not the case, could they be biological-some kind of
emotional or behavioral learning disability, depression or anxiety? If that line
of inquiry is not fruitful, we turn to emotional and cognitive constraints. What
do the recommended actions mean to the student and how does he or she feel
about them? If these initiatives prove unsuccessful, we move to exploring
the student's current family situation and family of origin. Does someone
in the patient system remind him or her of someone in his personal life in
such as way as to immobilize the student? These explorations can also lead
into object relations queries, examining unconscious transference reactions
or confrontations with denied or disavowed parts of the student. Lastly, we
explore the student's narcissistic vulnerability, insofar as it impedes effective
action with the patient system.

This progression from the interpersonal, here and now, to the individ-
ual and the past, goes only as far as necessary. Once the student is able to
move and the impasse is broken, the exploration of the problem mainte-
nance structure ceases. Of course, if the process becomes too personal and
therapy-like, it should cease within supervision and the student should be
encouraged to seek therapy. Supervision can identify remote and deeply
personal constraints, but it is not an appropriate setting to work on them to
any significant degree.

Lastly, constraints to learning may derive from the social organizational
context of supervision. The student-supervisor relationship may be troubled
or the supervision group may be dysfunctional for the student. Typically,
these constraints can and should be addressed in the meaning domain,look-
ing at what the recommended actions mean in the supervision context and
the student's feelings about them in that context. Frequently, effective group
process work within the supervision group can lead to impasse resolution.
Similarly, effective work between the supervisor and supervisee may be nec-
essary to resolve certain impasses that derive from that relationship. This
kind of personal work not only hopefully provides a corrective emotional
experience for the student, but also models good social emotional problem
solving for the other supervisees.
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Teaching Integrative Family Therapy

Modeling an Integrative Stance

Andrews et al. (7992) note the importance of integrative instructors
modeling for stud_ents the ability to tolerate anxiety, ambiguity, confusion,
and uncertainty. we agree whoreheartedry, and suggest that tie modeling
also include

r an attitude of healthy humility and self-criticism about our work' careful attention to the therapeutic alliance (pinsof, rgg4),and partic_
ularly, to moments when clients seem genuinely uncomfortabre with
what we are doing with them, and a *ittingn"r, to inquire undefen_
sively about their experience of the treatrient and wiat they think
they need instead;

o an ability to tolerate and use as a stimulus toward creativity the anx_
iety that issues from serf-criticism, client statements of unirappiness
with treatment, "not knowing" immediately what to do next, and the
need to master somethins new:

' a spirit of adventure, relJntless curiosity. and openness ro new per-
spectives

. 
'lhis 

is integrative stance can be exhibited in case demonstrations and
in the supervisory process, but also in judici.us sharing of one,s own journey
toward integration. For each of us there were both frofessional as well aspersonal experiences that contributed to gravitating towards finding connec_
tions and forming bridges between seemingry conflIcting ideas, interests, andpersons (Fraenkel, 1 995 ; pinso f , lggg).These narrativeJare replete with mo_
ments of self-doubt, disappointment, frustration, anxiety, searching, as weil
as periods of excitement and a sense of increased masteiy as we recognized
higher levels of integration and developed the skills to match the theoriz-
ing. we have found students become more open in sharing their integrative
struggles once we reveal our own in a coherent narrative.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This overview of the issues involved in teaching family therapy_centered
integration provides a glimpse into what is a lon"g, intense and very chal_
lenging journey. Learning to be an integrative fJmity therapist who also
uses other treatment modalities challenges every aspect of a pLrson,s being.
Tiaining has to be cognitive, behavioral, emotionur una personal. It is as much
about becoming a more integrated person as about beioming an integrative
therapist.
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